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BESTSELLERDeena Kastor was a celebrity youth runner with tremendous guarantee, yet her career
almost ended after university, when her competitive method—NEW YORK TIMES run simply because
hard as possible, for fear of dropping—fostered a frustration and negativity and brought her to the
brink of burnout. On the verge of quitting, she took a possibility and moved to the high altitudes of
Alamosa, Colorado, where legendary coach Joe Vigil had started the initial professional distance-
running group. There she encountered the theory that would transform her running career: the
notion that changing her thinking—d ever imagined possible.could make her faster than she’shaping
her mind to become more encouraging, kind, and resilient—Let Your Mind Run is a remarkable
intimate look inside the mind of at the very top athlete, a remarkable story of accomplishment, and
an insightful primer on what the small measures of cultivating positivity can give anyone a
competitive advantage.to American records atlanta divorce attorneys distance from the 5K to the
marathon—and to the accomplishment of earning America’s first Olympic medal in the marathon in
twenty years. Creating a mind so strong would take years of effort and discipline, nonetheless it
would propel Kastor to the pinnacle of operating—
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Needed reading for highly motivated people... not just runners Which comes first success and
successful or the thoughts of success and successful? I liked reading about how she retrained her
brain to counteract the negative thoughts as they came to her. Expertly written. Easy reading
whether you are a runner or not. Cement real examples of how your mental game (in sports and
life) can form through victories and defeats. As a professional certified mental game coach I will will
have this as required reading for my customers. Feeling overwhelmed? Fantastic Great, great book!
I have enjoyed following her career over the years.]The book is an easy-to-read chronicle of her
running career interwoven with the development of her positive mental attitude over that period. I'd
state for at least the first half of the publication, if not much longer, it was really enjoyable (and
useful) to learn about the different mental strategies/perspectives/methods she developed and apply
to help her achieve her running goals. So grateful! Depressed? The message will start to feel even
more contrived by the end, especially when she is also talking about how she's up to 3 top male
college sports athletes with her each day for training, will spend weeks at the Olympic training
center, includes a husband who is a physical therapist/masseuse, etc. Of course, I am content she
had those things - I'm all for supporting world-course U. It written perfectly along with it being a great
story! sportsmen to compete on the international stage. Good attitude is important, but there were
many other components to her achievement and by the finish, the way that message is included
starts to feel nearly the same as, "I was shaken by something... and I remembered to be positive
and grateful! She provided me a new thought process about races!I did so appreciate it and would
recommend it if you're thinking about reading about her career and picking right up some helpful
tips on how to incorporate positive thinking into your daily life and endeavors. I commend her for
composing a strong book on her career. I am certain it'll be inspiring to both men and women in
athletics; My very own upbeat mindset recently crashed, this book came along out of the blue to
help me find things more clearly. You'll be glad to learn this . Very motivating As an informal runner I
came across this memoir motivating, but it's a fascinating story anyone could enjoy reading. First
non specialized book I've read in over a decade, it was the 1st book I couldn't put down, and
simply engulfed it in under 2 hours. After taking my dogs out for a operate around the farm I grab
the book once again and read it once again. It has put a different perspective on my outlook. I’m so
grateful for this right now. This is a book I'll read frequently to recommit to positive thinking for racing
and everyday life. I don't usually browse motivational books or memoirs, but I have become a
runner recently, and one who is becoming disenchanted with my improvement. Inspirational and
great reference material. Down on yourself? I also like that she didn't overshare about her personal
lifestyle but kept on point. A helping hand up! That is a must have in your library.The reason for only
4 stars?This was a quick read and motivating. This book is assisting me with all those emotions/
fears and more. How?5 year ago I had a bad stroke. I understand it was for me personally. I am
established to run and walk right again. Deena’s guidance is assisting me to remember mindset is
usually everything and personal love is part of the balance. Very freeing book. I right now look for
good rather of considering the negative aspect of the moment. Some of them you should have
surely been subjected to (but others you will possibly not have), nevertheless it is helpful to read
about how exactly she implemented them to her advantage. Many thanks Deena and Andrew!
Wonderful book Beautifully written book that re-inspired my running and gave me new purpose. I
love Deena’s writing style and detail. A Motivating Memoir! A method to influence one's life Deena's
running experiences and her lessons on the way are an offering to us all. Highly recommend. 1.
Even though you aren't a runner, or never played any sports activities, it does explain how
visualization means becoming halfway there - and how it can help you plan different scenarios.This
is the book I needed - without having to be cheesy or giving overly-broad advice, Deena shares her



story of overcoming the limitations she acquired set for herself, showing you do not always win, and
showing that you could work hard and not always start to see the results of that work but that's -
in itself- part of the process. And Deena, adored your walk then stepped on Morgan Pass. Kastor
used mindfullness to earn Gold medals, and invites the reader to try it in his / her everyday life.
Keep sharing. You do it beautifully. An enjoyable, easy find out about Deena's running profession
with some helpful pointers on positive attitude [Full disclosure - I am a fairly serious recreational
runner and a Deena Kastor lover. I don’t usually read books like this because they are generally
boring to me, but not this one! The solution is - yes. She is a great athlete and this is a great read. I
may not really be striving to become a top notch runner, but Deena and her instructors knowledge
were explained in such detail that I, at 75, may use it.. Love love love this book This is such a great
book.S. I did really find out about Deena Kastor before this book but like running books and made
a decision to give it a try. This was amazing, I've read it twice."The writing for many things she
discusses (notably races but also life events) can feel cursory, particularly when contrasted to what
I recall as some superb, turn-by-turn descriptions of races by Dean Karnazes in Ultramarathon
Man.! Great guidelines and insight into how exactly to move forward from that angst. Make an effort
to be healthful, positive imagery, maintain purpose & most importantly remember to play. Ms. I will
hike it this summer. Good book Informational, yet entertaining as well. Inspiring This book just
might’ve given me the motivation I had a need to get back out on the road/trail. Deena Kastor’s
armed me with techniques to both toughen my brain and be even more compassionate with myself
when I reunite out there. Great listen Enjoyed listening to he audio book. Enlightening to learn pros
can feel just as much angst as recreational runners. Inspiring Loved how Deena exposed her
struggles and successes to her readers. Well written no frills Amazing read. Not a Sports Book, a
Human Book This is a book to learn for more information about living and loving life. It is warm and
human and magnificent.
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